SG & SGW SERIES

COXREELS® SG & SGW Series expand the capabilities of the “Side Mount” spring driven hose reels, adding a multi-position guide arm for maximum and convenient hose control. Ideal for tight spaces, the versatile SG Series (for air/water, oil and grease) and SGW Series (for oxy-acetylene and T Grade gas welding hose) feature a simple two-bolt mounting pattern for easy installation and detachment on any vertical flat surface. Common applications include service vehicles, tool benches, vertical walls and beams, vehicle lift systems, machine tools and more. The guide arm and roller assembly are easily moved to one of the six different positions with a standard 1/2" wrench.

**SG SERIES LOW PRESSURE**

Models with hose are for air or water service with a maximum temperature 150°F. Models less hose can be used for air, water or oil. Note: Do not exceed listed hose O.D. to obtain maximum length.

**SG SERIES MEDIUM PRESSURE**

Reels are furnished standard with S.A.E. 100R16 #1 or #2 wire braid hose suitable for grease and hydraulic oil applications. Hose O.D. to obtain maximum length. Note: Do not exceed listed hose O.D. to obtain maximum length.

**SG SERIES HIGH PRESSURE :: HP**

Hoses supplied on reel Oxy-Acetylene or T-Grade. Oxy-Acetylene is twin-siamese type meeting R.M.A. and C.G.A. type V.D. grade R temp. 250˚ F.

**SGW SERIES WELDING HOSE REELS :: SGW**

Hose supplied on reel Oxy-Acetylene or T-Grade. Oxy-Acetylene is twin-siamese type meeting R.M.A. and C.G.A. type V.D. grade R specifications. Use of other types of hose is not recommended. Reels with “T Grade” hoses are used for a wide variety of gases, such as MAP, propane, natural and fuel. Note: Do Not Exceed Listed Hose O.D. To Obtain Max. Length.

**SG SERIES :: REEL SPECIFICATIONS**

- External fluid path with machined from solid brass 90° full-flow NPT swivel inlet (Zinc plated steel swivel on HP models)
- Swivel Seals: NITRILE
- External fluid path with 90° full-flow dual ported brass swivel offering both connections from the same side of the reel (On SGW Models)
- Swivel Seals: VITON® (On SGW Models)

**SIDE MOUNT HOSE REELS WITH GUIDE ARM**

**REEL DIMENSIONS**

Technical Data Sheets Available On Website

**SIDE MOUNT HOSE REELS WITH GUIDE ARM**

**SG & SGW SERIES**

**Ez-Coil® To order EZ-Coil® equipped models less hose, please add prefix “EZ-”**

**SG SERIES MEDIUM PRESSURE**

Reels are furnished standard with S.A.E. 100R16 #1 or #2 wire braid hose suitable for grease and hydraulic oil applications. Maximum temperature 250°F. Note: Do not exceed listed hose O.D. to obtain maximum length.

**SG SERIES HIGH PRESSURE :: HP**

Reels are furnished standard with S.A.E. 100R16 #1 or #2 wire braid hose suitable for grease and hydraulic oil applications. Maximum temperature 250°F. Note: Do not exceed listed hose O.D. to obtain maximum length.

**SG SERIES LOW PRESSURE**

Models with hose are for air or water service with a maximum temperature 150°F. Models less hose can be used for air, water or oil. Note: Do not exceed listed hose O.D. to obtain maximum length.